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New York, NY (RPRN) 04/11/13
—
- Vivian Van Dijk, Editor-in-Chief and
President of EYES IN™, introduces another
captivating issue of her critically acclaimed
EYES IN™ Magazine/MagBook™. By
uncovering the world’s most innovative
contributors, Vivian Van Dijk inspires and
creates a compelling and informative
community of influential people from around
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the globe. Issue 18 features creators from
countries ranging from the U.S., Denmark and
England. EYES IN™ Magazine/MagBook™
interviews global innovators and provides

new and thought-provoking insights into their lives, work and masterpieces. Our EYES IN
Magazine™/MagBook™ sales outlets can be viewed at www.eyesin.com/magazine. Access to EYES
IN™ just got easier with our new Kindle Edition App available for Android free at Amazon.com http://amzn.to/10FwejR.
Each creator in the EYES IN™ Magazine/MagBook™ is interviewed about their life, profession, thirst for
innovation, inspirational milestones and how their work evolves or revolutionizes the world over time. Snippets of
these interviews include:

EYES IN™ Music: Ryan Egan and The Ugly Club- Indie music band
“I think music and art becomes innovative at the point of complete immersion in all of your influences, where you
aren’t always consciously pulling inspiration from any one thing but from all of your collective experiences. The
Ugly Club may not be a soul band but no doubt I’m always channeling some Prince.”

EYES IN™ Health: Patricia Ruiz-FlyGym- Practitioner and owner of Moving

Strength Studio
“The hammocks provide a sense of support for students who would not normally be able to do certain moves
due to injury or lack of strength. We have kept several people out of
back surgery by doing Pilates, stretching and balance work on foam
rollers. I have seen people with neuropathy in the leg return to the ski
slopes through Pilates work.”

EYES IN™ Technology: Reed TimmerMeteorologist and Storm Chaser
“My mom always said if you do what you love for a living, and follow
your passion, you’ll never truly ‘work’ a day in your life. That’s true
Vivian Van Dijk, Editior-in-Chief EYES IN
for the storm chasing part, but it sure does take a substantial amount Magazine™/MagBook™
of work and major sacrifices to make a living out of it.”

EYES IN™ Artists: Ivan Markovic- Artist and Sculptor
“On Valentine’s Day, 2002, I quickly improvised a flower with paper taken from a sketchbook. Thus, through an
expression of love, I discovered my passion for sculpting with paper.”
Furthermore, Issue 18 of EYES IN™ Magazine/MagBook™ engages readers in stories about famous fashion
designer Tory Burch whose original designs are easy to wear and versatile enough for the wardrobes of
working divas, soccer moms and socialites, about culinary arts creator Nigella Lawson whose cooking style is
larger than life and about the brilliant, innovative architect Zaha Hadid who showcases her latest exhilarating
architectural designs.
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About EYES IN Magazine™ Corp:
As a publisher of the world's innovative creators & their masterpieces, EYES IN Magazine™ (MagBook)
spotlights innovation in fields of architecture, art, artists, beauty, books, culinary arts, culture, design, fashion,
film, finance, health, music, photography, real estate, science, technology and travel. It is a must read for anyone
who wants to stay informed on global trends, upcoming and celebrity creators in these areas. EYES IN
Magazine™ (MagBook) delivers a state-of-the-art visual experience into the minds & works of the most stunning
creators under the artistic & innovative view from Editor-in-Chief, Author, and Art Director, Vivian Van Dijk. EYES
IN Magazine™ releases digital publications once per month via the EYES IN Magazine™ app on the Apple
Newsstand as well as on the Amazon Kindle, Google Play, and Barnes & Noble Nook. Access to EYES IN
Magazine™ just got easier with our new Kindle Edition App available for Android free at Amazon.com -

http://amzn.to/10FwejR.
The company also sells printed collector books via CreateSpace and Lulu.com. The publications are a beautiful
extension of EYES IN Magazine's main brand, EYESIN.com. The Website is on average viewed by nearly 100
countries daily. Creators in those countries are the fruitful nutrition for exciting articles on the Website and for the
monthly EYES IN Magazine™ (Periodic Publication). For media, self-publishing, PR for Creators and
sponsorship or advertising inquiries, please contact Vivian Van Dijk at Vivian_Van_Dijk@eyesin.com. To learn
more visit www.eyesin.com.
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